MEETING AGENDA - FEBRUARY 12, 2019

Time: 5:30pm
Location: Saratoga Arts, 320 Broadway

General:
- Recap meeting with Mayor Kelly and outline goals for 2019
- Membership update
- Re-introduce Lindsey Connors to lead discussion of Public Art Plan proposal
- Decommissioning plan and review

Public Art Proposals:
- Zachary Lobdell is interested in donating his piece, “The Spirit Rededicated” to the City. Belinda will present more info.
- Pearl Rucker of SAW (Salem Arts Works) would like to find a new home for two pieces, "Puff of Smoke" by Anthony Cafritz and "Out to Pasture" by Marko Remec. Lindsey will present more info.

Civic Space Projects:
- Askew Station Lane Project, a private development next to the train station (at the corner of Station Lane and West Ave). The civic space under discussion has been made a requirement of this project by the planning board, and it was their bidding for it to contain a public art piece. Review / respond to the developer’s proposed plan.